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Before we proceed to evaluate interest rate products using the Monte Carlo method and the Libor market
model, we refresh in the present exercise the basics of a Monte Carlo simulation when the model is a
simple Black-Scholes model for a one-dimensional underlying. In the solution, please try to separate the
product from the model. We evaluate a plain vanilla European call option.

Exercise 1

Please write a class EuropeanOption which features the following fields:

• maturity

• strike

The class should of course feature a constructor and, more importantly, a method which com-
putes the prices of the European Option for a given model of generic type specified by
AssetModelMonteCarloSimulationInterface. The method should look like

public RandomVariableInterface

getValue(double evaluationTime, AssetModelMonteCarloSimulationInterface model)

throws CalculationException {

// Get S(T)

// The payoff: values = max(underlying - strike, 0) = V(T) = max(S(T)-K,0)

// Discounting

return ....

}

Exercise 2

Create a class which tests the evaluation of a European Call option under the Black-Scholes model.
For this you will have to employ the class MonteCarloBlackScholesModel that you can find under
net.finmath.montecarlo.assetderivativevaluation. To create instances of such a class you will
have to specify the following data

• timeDiscretization,

• numberOfPaths,

• initialValue,

• riskFreeRate,

• volatility

You can use e.g. the following input parameters

// Model properties

double initialValue = 1.0;

double riskFreeRate = 0.05;

double volatility = 0.30;

// Process discretization properties

int numberOfPaths = 20000;

int numberOfTimeSteps = 10;

double deltaT = 0.5;



The computation shall be performed by a method testEuropeanCall() throwing a
CalculationException. Inside the method you can proceed to evaluate a multitue of Call Opti-
ons for a fixed maturity of 1 and a range of strike prices of the form

for(double optionStrike = 0.60; optionStrike < 1.50; optionStrike += 0.05) {

\\compute here

System.out.println( .... );

}

Each price should be benchmarked against the closed form solution that you can compute by using
net.finmath.functions.AnalyticFormulas.blackScholesOptionValue. Compute the Monte Carlo
error for each price.


